Activity of eye movement-related neurons in and near the interstitial nucleus of Cajal during sinusoidal vertical linear acceleration and optokinetic stimuli.
1. A total of 43 neurons that showed a close correlation with vertical eye movement with a burst-tonic or tonic type response during spontaneous saccades, were recorded within, and in the close vicinity of, the interstitial nucleus of Cajal (INC) in alert cats. Neuronal responses to sinusoidal vertical linear acceleration (0.2-0.85 Hz, amplitude 10.5 cm) and optokinetic stimuli (0.1-1.0 Hz, amplitude 10.5 cm), were examined. 2. All 43 eye movement-related neurons responded to sinusoidal vertical linear acceleration in the presence of a stationary visual pattern in correlation to robust eye movement responses with compensatory phase. Phase and gain values (re stimulus position) of response of individual cells were independent of the stimulus frequencies tested. Of these, 33 cells were examined during linear acceleration without visual input. Most cells (27/33) did not respond even when a weak linear vestibulo-ocular reflex was present (6/27). The remaining 6 cells (6/33) responded to linear acceleration. Their mean phase values advanced by 80 degrees and gain dropped by 55% compared to the responses with visual inputs. 3. Twenty eight of the 43 cells were examined during vertical optokinetic stimuli. The activity of all 28 cells was modulated in correlation to eye movement responses. Response phase showed more lag, and gain decreased as stimulus frequencies increased, similar to optokinetic eye movement responses. 4. The close correlation between the activity of eye movement-related neurons in the INC region and robust eye movements during linear acceleration with visual inputs and optokinetic stimuli suggest that these neurons are involved in some aspect of vertical eye position generation during such stimuli.